INTRODUCTION
This report describes Oppdif: a Fortran computer program that computes the steadystate solution for axisymmetric diffusion flames between two opposing nozzles. The onedimensional model predicts the species, temperature, and velocity profiles in the core flow between the nozzles (excluding edge effects). The model was originally developed by Kee et aZ1 for premixed opposed flow flames; Oppdif extends the model to non-premixed flames.
The geometry consists of two concentric, circular nozzles directed towards each other, as in Fig. 1 . This configuration produces an axisymmetric flow field with a stagnation plane between the nozzles. The location of the stagnation plane depends on the momentum balance of the two streams. When the streams are premixed, two premixed flames exist, one on either side of the stagnation plane. When one stream contains fuel and the other oxidizer, a diffusion flame is established. Since most fuels require more air than fuel by mass, the diffusion flame usually sits on the oxidizer side of the stagnation plane; fuel diffuses through the stagnation plane to establish the flame in a stoichiometric mixture.
The opposed-flow geometry makes an attractive experimental configuration, because the flames are flat, allowing for detailed study of the flame chemistry and structure. The two-dimensional flow is reduced to one dimension by assuming that the radial velocity varies linearly in the radial direction, which leads to a simplification in which the fluid properties are functions of the axial distance only.
The reduction of the two-dimensional stagnation flow is based upon similarity solutions advanced for incompressible flows by von Karman2, which are more easily available in S~hlichting.~ Numerical solutions for diffusion flames in this geometry were produced by Hahn e t aL4l5 Solutions on the similar geometry of a counter-flow stagnating on a porous cylinder, originally studied by Tsuji,' were advanced by the GAMM work~hop.~ Miller et a18 wrote a Tsuji-flame model to participate in the workshop, and much of the experience with solution techniques was gained during that effort.
The formulation used as part of the GAMM workshop imposed an outer flow solution for the stagnation flow from a point source at infinity onto the solution for the compressible boundary layer. The point-source solution used a single strain rate, which sets both components of the velocity and pressure gradient. While the single strain rate is useful for parameterizing the solutions for use in flamelet models, the disadvantage is that there is no length scale for the problem. The point-source formulation cannot consider the finite distance between the nozzles in experiments.
In contrast, the more general formulation in Oppdif does use the nozzle separation. The disadvantages are that an eigenvalue must be included in the solution of the equations, and the strain rate varies, so a characteristic strain rate must be defined from the velocity profile. Chapman and Bauerg used this more general formulation for numerical solution of an incompressible flow. Seshadri and Williams" used essentially this formulation in asymptotic studies. Hahn and Wendt5 were the first to use this formulation in numerical solutions of compressible flames. Following the analysis of Evans and Grief", Kee et UP showed that this formulation allowed more accurate predictions of the extinction limits for premixed flames. As an example of an Oppdif solution, Fig. 2 Temperature profile for CHa-air flame. Symbols are measurements of EQUATIONS A derivation of the governing equations for the opposed-flow geometry is given in Kee At steady-state, conservation of mass in cylindrical coordinates is et al,' so the derivation here is brief. The geometry and axes are sketched in Fig. 1 .
where u and 21 are the axial and radial velocity components and p is the mass density. Following von Karman,2 who recognized that U / T and other variables should be functions for which continuity reduces to for the axial velocity u. Since F and G are functions of x only, so are p,u,T, and Y k .
The radial momentum equation is satisfied by the eigenvalue
The axial momentum equation is
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= o dx Energy and species conservation are where the diffusion velocities are given by either the multicomponent formulation
or the mixture-averaged formulation and D k j 7 D k m , and DT are the multicomponent, mixture averaged, and thermal diffusion coefficients, respectively.
. The boundary conditions for the fuel ( F ) and oxidizer (0) streams at the nozzles are
The inflow boundary condition specifies the total mass flux, including diffusion and convection, rather than the species fraction (& = Y k , F ) . If gradients exist at the boundary, these conditions allow diffusion into the nozzle.
The differential equations (1) 
SOLUTION
Discretization of the differential equations uses conventional finite differencing techniques for non-uniform mesh spacing. Diffusive terms use central differences, with truncation error that is second-order in the mesh spacing. For better convergence, convective terms use upwind differencing, which uses the sign of the velocity to choose which direction the spatial difference will go. If U j > 0, for example, then the convective term in the energy
The truncation error of this approximation is first-order in the mesh spacing, leading to what is often called "artificial diffusion", but this form avoids unwanted oscillations during the solution on the coarse mesh. Alternatively, the convective terms can be central differenced using the keyword CDIF, but the default windward differencing is recommended.
The Twopnt l5 (for "two-point" ) boundary value solver solves the discretized equations. Twopnt uses Newton's method to attempt solution of the steady-state equations, and resorts to time integration when the Newton iteration is not converging. After time integration evolves the solution toward the steady state, Twopnt returns to Newton's method to rapidly converge on the steady solution. In computing the first solution of a new flame, Twopnt may jump back and forth between time integration and Newton's method several times before converging. However, once one flame is solved, others can be solved much more efficiently by changing a boundary condition and restarting from the previous solution. In order to speed convergence, experience shows that it is best to begin a new computation on a coarse mesh. Once the solution converges on the first mesh, Twopnt refines the solution by adding new points into the regions of gradient or curvature in the solution.
The degree of refinement is controlled by the GRAD and CURV parameters.
RUNNING OPPDIF
Oppdif requires subroutines from the Chemkin,13 transport,14 and Twopnt15 software packages. To solve a problem using Oppdif, the user must:
1. execute the Chemkin reaction interpreter, which reads the mechanism and the thermodynamic data base, and writes the Chemkin linking file; port data base, and writes the transport linking file;
2. execute the transport interpreter, which reads the Chemkin linking file and the trans-3. compile and link Oppdif with the Chemkin, transport, and Twopnt libraries;
4. execute Oppdif, which reads the Chemkin and transport linking files, and a text input file, and writes both text and binary output files. Figure 3 shows the relationships between the routines and files. Sharp-edged rectangles represent programs to be executed; rounded-edges denote files. Figure 3 contains default names for some of the files; files not labeled read or write to standard input or output.
The first step is to execute the Chemkin Interpreter, which reads user-supplied information about the species and chemical reactions for a particular reaction mechanism. It then extracts information about the species' thermodynamic properties from a data base. All this information is stored in the Chemkin linking file, which is read by the Chemkin library when Oppdif starts running. Refer to the Chemkin manual for more details.
The input that defines a particular problem and the parameters needed to solve it are read by Oppdif, using a Keyword format described in the next section.
Oppdif writes output in two forms: text and binary. Text output includes a summary of the initial solution guess, printouts of the partial solutions, and statistics that describe the progress of the computation. Oppdif writes two separate binary files:
1. the Save file contains the last successful solution, 2. the Recover file contains the latest solution for restart purposes (in caSe a successful solution is not reached). The data sequences of these binary files are discussed below.
The Save File
The binary file is written using the following Fortran statements. At the start of a run:
where LENI, LENR, and LENC can be obtained by a call to the Chemkin routine CKPNT. 
WRITE (LSAVE) 'MCLINK'
WRITE (LSAVE) ( IMCWFX(L), L = I , LENI) WRITE (LSAVE) ( RMCW(L) , L = I , LENR) ~
The Recover File
The Recover file is the same as the Save file, without the Chemkin and transport linking data; the first record is 'SOLUTION'. The important difference between the Recover and Save files is that the Recover file is updated by Oppdif during time integration, whereas the Save file only receives converged steady-state solutions. If Oppdif should make some progress by time integration, but fail to converge to a steady solution, then you can copy the Recover file to the Restart file, and restart simply by including the RSRT keyword. Depending on why Twopnt quit in its attempt to compute a steady solution, it maybe useful to perform a Regrid when restarting from the Recover solution, as discussed below.
User-modifications
Some parts of the program, such as dimensions and file handling, depend on the machine or problem. To accomodate changes, the programs were written as subroutines to be called by a short "driver" program. Program compilation details are provided in a script or makefile with the software distribution.
Rem-id Operation
Using the JJRG keyword invokes a Regrid operation that is useful for changing the number of gridpoints when restarting from one flame to another. Another use for Regrid is to revise the solution guess when a previous Oppdif job made some progress towards a solution (by time integration, for example), but failed to converge to a steady solution.
Twopnt's grid refinement adds points in regions where they are needed to resolve the first and second derivatives of the solution, using criteria controlled by the GRAD and CURV keywords. Twopnt never moves or removes points. If it reaches a maximum number of points (internally defined by the dimensions), it simply prints a message and quits. Sometimes it may be necessary to reduce the number of points when starting a new solution. The Regrid operation redefines the solution guess on a specified number of mesh points; include the JJRG keyword, followed by the number of points.
The Regrid operation is different from the gridpoint insertion operation performed by Twopnt. Both operations attempt to resolve the gradient and curvature in the solution, except that Twopnt considers all solution components, whereas Regrid only considers the temperature profile. Twopnt only adds points, leaving the old points as they where, but Regrid alters the location and solution of all the points interior to the boundaries. Regrid computes new locations for the given number of points, then interpolates the solution from the previous grid to obtain a new solution. Regrid does not conserve any properties of the solution; in fact, it tends to smooth the solution by the error inherent in the interpolation.
Regrid redistributes a weighting function of the first and second derivatives of the temperature. The profiles of the other dependent variables are ignored on the assumption that the temperature profile defines the flame location well enough for the purposes of realigning the mesh. The redistribution uses a transformation from the physical coordinate x to a new coordinate q, dx -W ( X , T ) = C dr7 (9) with the weighting function,
W ( x , T ) = 1.+ bl
Integration over the entire domain defines the constant.
Integrating over a portion of the domain gives an expression for the point locations in q-space.
The new grid locations z come by interpolation between the computed values of q defined using the old mesh, onto a uniform mesh in q-space. Since d q is constant on this uniform mesh, the solution to Eqn. (9) states that W(z, T ) -dx is constant, so the new values of x will be concentrated where the weighting function is large.
To direct Oppdif to perform the Regrid operation at restart, include the keywords: This sequence will create a new solution guess on 20 points, devoting 60 percent of the points to resolving gradients, with equal weighting of gradient and curvature in the temperature profile. Rom experience, we recommend that RGTC be greater than or equal to 1. Depending on the resolution of the existing solution, PCAD should be in the neighborhood of 1/2. Note that PCAD equal to zero generates a uniform mesh.
INPUT
Oppdif reads input in a keyword format. The keyword must appear first on each input line. Some lines require only the keyword itself, while others need additional information. Keyword lines may be in any order. Syntax rules for the input file follow.
1.
The first four columns of the card image are reserved for the keyword, and it must begin in the first column.
2. Any further input associated with the keyword can appear anywhere in columns 5 through 80.
3.
When more than one piece of information is required, the order in which the information appears is important, and the pieces are delimited by one or more blank spaces.
4.
Numbers may be stated in either integer, floating point, or E format. The program converts the numbers to the proper type, including conversion to double precision if the compiled version of the source code requests double precision.
5. Species names must appear exactly as they are specified in the Chemkin input.
6.
If more information is input than required, then the last read inputs are used. For example, if contradictory keywords are encountered, the last one read is taken.
7.
A comment line can be inserted by placing either a period (.), a slash (/), or a exclamation mark (!) in the first column. Such a line is ignored by the code, but it is echoed back in the printed output. In addition, on any keyword line, any input that follows the required input and is enclosed in parentheses is taken as a comment.
8. The keyword END must be the last line.
KEYWORDS
The keywords Oppdif recognizes are listed with a description of their function and default values. Some keywords require real, integer, or character input, which are denoted by z, n, and c in the list.
Problem Type Keywords TGIV -Energy equation is not included. User specifies a temperature profile using the TEMP keyword.
ENRG -Energy equation is included.
NOFT -Skip the fixed temperature problem and include the energy equation on the first LINE -Linear profile used to set up initial solution.
attempt.
Default -PLAT PLAT -Plateau profile used to set up initial solution. RTIM x -Relative convergence criteria for time stepping.
TIME n x -Number of steps and time step for time stepping for the starting procedure.
Default -50, LE-6
TIM2 n x -Number of steps and time step for time stepping after adding the energy Default -1
IRET n -Retirement period for a given time step, or number of time steps prior to increasing the step size. Default -50
ISTP n -Directs Twopnt to take n time steps before attempting the Newton search for the st eady-st at e solution. FUEL c x -Species name, c, and moles of the species in the fuel mixture. The mole fractions of the species will be normalized from the input mole quantities, so the absolute magnitudes of the input quantities are unimportant. Units -moles or mole fraction. Default -None, species input is required.
O X I D c z -Species name, c, and moles of the species in the oxidizer mixture. The mole fractions of the species will be normalized fro'm the input mole quantities, so the absolute magnitudes of the input quantities are unimportant. Units -moles or mole fraction. Default -None, species input is required.
PROD c z -Species name, c, and moles of the species in the products of combustion of the fuel and oxidizer in stoichiometric proportions. The product mixture is used to define the initial profiles specified using the LINE or PLAT keywords. The mole fractions of the species will be normalized from the input mole quantities, so the absolute magnitudes of the input quantities are unimportant. Units -moles or mole fraction. Default -None, species input is required.
TEMP z z -Specifies a temperature profile in pairs of grid location and temperature, (2, T).
USTG -On a restart, use the given temperature profile, not the temperature solution from the restart file. 
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EXAMPLE
I
This section presents an example run for a hydrogen-air flame. You can use the example as a test case to prove you have Oppdif running properly on your machine. In addition, the input file can serve as a template for your own specific input files.
The chemical reaction mechanism used for the hydrogen flame example follows.
Example Input to Chemkin Interpreter
I
This section presents an example run for a hydrogen-air flame. You can use the example as a test case to prove you have Oppdif running properly on your machine. In addition, the input file can serve as a template for your own specific input files. TMAX  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  GRID  XEND  XCEN  WMIX  PRES 00 4.095E-03 1.000E+02 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.05 2.527E-03 1.209E+02 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.10 9.599E-04 5.638E+01 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.25 -3.742E-03 -6.005E+01 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.50 -1.158E-02 -1.858E+02 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.75 -1.941B-02 -3.116E+02 -3.135E-02 -1.000E+02  0.90 -2.412E-02 -3.870E+02 -3.135E-02 -1 Postopp is intended to run interactively, using the same kind of keyword input. The specific keywords available for Postopp are printed as a banner when the program is invoked, and there is a help keyword that provides more information. A third file contains reaction rates, if requested, for a specific species of interest.
TWOPNT: INITIAL GUESS:
Postopp compares the peak rates for individual reactions to the total rate to filter out unimportant reactions. The printed rate is scaled by I j k W k / p with units of inverse seconds. 
NUSTART
Nustart is a post-processing routine that converts the binary solution file into a restart file for a different chemical mechanism than the original solution used. Since the solution file contains a list of the species, any change in the mechanism that adds a new species would require starting a new Oppdif computation from an original job. Original jobs almost always require more computational effort than restart jobs, so there is an advantage in being able to revise the solution file for restart. For example, users with large mechanisms may save computation time by running their first flame with a smaller mechanism, then converting the solution file to the full mechanism and restarting.
To run Nustart: 1) Rename the solution file (save. bin) to oldsave. bin.
2) Re-run the Chemkin interpreter to create a new binary linking file (chem.bin).
3) Execute Nustart, which will create a new solution file: newsave. bin.
Nustart allows you to specify species profiles for new species by reading them from unit 5 until it finds an END. 
4)
